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Connect your MASTER COMPONENT to your TV and plug in the power cord.
Set your ANTENNA SWITCH BOX to the Game selection.
Plug in your TV SET and make proper adjustments.
Insert the BLIX cartridge firmly in the cartridge slot.
Turn OFF/ON SWITCH to ON. The game title screen will appear.

Blix offers an exciting challenge to 
players of all ages. Do you have what 
it takes to score big? Shift rows left and 
right to line up the columns and clear the 
shapes until you run out of energy. Keep 
trying to get your top score even higher!

SET UP

STARTING THE GAME
Press any button or key on the 
controller keypad to start the 
game, and the Blix game board 
appears. 

Scoring information and Energy 
remaining is shown at the top 
of the screen. High scores 
appear in the lower part of the 
screen.

VOLUME CONTROL
Use the Control Disc to adjust the music volume. EAST is 0% (music 
is silent), and volume increases as you rotate counter-clockwise. 
EAST-SOUTHEAST is 100% (maximum volume). The recommended 
action is to start from the WEST, which is approximately 50%, and 
rotate in either direction until the music is at the desired volume.

Note: Sound effects volume is not affected by rotating the Control Disc.
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GAMEPLAY AND SCORING

Use the keys marked with arrows on your 
overlay to move the three rows of shapes left 
and right. Line up three of the same shape 
in a column to clear those shapes. Clear 
more shapes in the same move to score a 
bigger Combo (see below). Keep going until 
you run out of energy. When the game ends, 
press any key on the keypad to start a new 
game. Keep trying to beat your best score.

COMBO at the top of 
the screen shows how 
many columns you’ve 

ANY BUTTON OR KEY: Start game
KEYPAD: Move column strips
CONTROL DISC: Music volume

CONTROLS
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cleared with a single move. Bigger Combos score more points! Two 
white symbols would indicate that the last move cleared two columns 
simultaneously – a Combo value of 2. Black symbols mean a higher 
Combo was achieved earlier in the game. In the example above, the 
four symbols together indicate that the highest Combo so far was 4.
SCORING: The points awarded for clearing shapes is the Combo 
value squared, times 10 (Combo2 x 10). The singles digit is always one 
less than your highest Combo. The example above scores 43 points.
ENERGY is represented by a white bar in a black field. You begin with 
6 units and can increase to a maximum of 12 units. Clearing shapes 
earns energy based on the Combo value. Failing to clear any shapes 
with a move costs 2 units. Running out of energy ends the game.
HIGH SCORES for the current play session are shown at the bottom 
of the screen. The six highest scores are retained until you stop 
playing.
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